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Abstract 
To establish an epistemo-geometrical int巴rpretationof the integration process to be bas巴don the丘pnon
measure， we meet some dificulties. Especially， an important clasical theorem does not hold in this theory of 
integrals_ However， through some renovations， relations are found i口refreshedfashions 
o. Introduction 
When we look into a euclidean space (of finite dimension) E， itis found requisite that 
the arrangement of its points is forced to have its geometrical form to conform to the 
coordinate system thereto given. So， we may specifically associate the points themselves of 
E with their forms. Moreover， sizes of the points are accordingly considered to be associated 
with them. For instance， ifwe adopt the polar coordinate system， the size of a point must 
accordingly be considered to be the larger as its distance from the ori只inincreases. We 
denote by [ρ] the spatial occupation of a pointρin E associated with its gemetrical form 
and size such as abstracted in the above and posit such that 
μP-綴[ρ]， (0.1) 
in being the a priori measure. Then，μρwill be taken as an abstract measure of a pointρ. 
Using μρ， for a set A in E we may have the integral expression of勿A in the form 
制二JFEF 二 ~EAdP (0.2) 
However， there is an important criticism on this construction. For instance， ifA is a closed 
circular disk， for a boundary pointρof A， itmay be considered natural that 
仰]円Aこが[ρ] (0.3) 
So then， inthe integration of (0.2)， tosuch aρ4μρwill rather be taken to be assigned instead 
ofμρHowever， to avoid such a complexity， we will find it better if we apply instead of (0.2) 
the expression 
必A=ν(A)・μ (0.4) 
on condition that al the points of E are assumed to be of the same size measured asμ. In this 
relation ν(A) is called the inversion number of A in respect toμ. 
If U (ρ) is a neighborhood ofρ， incase of a circular disk A， we may， with regard to the 
*紀図谷芳雄
(183) 
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formula (0.3)， have 
ν( U(ρ)nA) 
fnU(ρ)nA二げア/川、 fnU(ρ). 
Thus， ifthe diameter of U (ρ) tends to zero， the right hand tends to 
jlMU(ρ) ， 
which will give a duplicate version of (0.3). Incidentally， ifwe take μρin the relation (0.2) as 
a primitive summand simply corresponding to the spatial position ofρwhich is not directly 
connected with any limiting process as lim 仇U(ρ)，then the preference of ーよμp may not 
necessarily be claimed， becaus巴therelation (0.2) then， instead of the construction 
主包]nA_上
級[ρ] -2， 
simply suggest that the density of the points of A at the pointρis equal to -1. However， if
we particularly insist on this version， the definition (0.1) is thereby to meet a contradiction. 
So， we shall henceforth renounce the expressioロ(0.3).We may thus eventually regard the 
formulas (0.2) and (0.4) are telling the same meaning in caseμρニ μforevery point in E 
A similar thing to the above.stated correlation is observed on the limiting process of a 
function f (x) of a real variable x. By G. Cantor was adopted the conventional version that 
1 =0.999・
This is considered as based on the admission that 
1二 1-O. (0.5) 
However， the mere formula (0.5) apparently meets a contradiction when we have 
f (1)宇 f(l-O) (0.6) 
I口 thiscontext， we may regard (0.5) is， as it were， a static expression about the point 1 
whereas (0.6) is a sort of kinetic relation between the values of f (x). So， also in the above. 
stated case， we may regard [ρ] is the static notion of the point.occupation whereas 
1imU(p) 
is the kinetic notion of the practicallimit 
The integral 
ル(ρ)dp
is primarily defined as the limit of the summation 
事手術{ρε AI与1<1体 2~ } 
for n→∞， and thus we have the relation 
LI(ρ)ゆ=E(j，A)削，
(0.7) 
E(f，A) being the mathematical expectation of the values of f over a set A. (0.7) may be 
referred as an integral by the Lebesgue process . But， since fn is a generalized extension of the 
(184) 
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2. Stieltjes Construction 
Since we may write 
iEAバ尚二iE/(ρ)μρ=んf(ρ)仰]，
we denote this integral by m (f，A)， and since 
H(A)ニム仰)
regarding H as a measure to be applied instead of m， we may possibly have an inte将司lof
Stieltjes type 
H(f，A)二 iE/(P)H([ρ])
In effect， we can define this integral by the following Lebesgue-Stieltjes process 
H(f，A)=lim~ι H(A(n， k)) (2.1) 
n k L， 
with 
A(n，k)二 {ρεA出l<f(μ 手)
We decompose h in the form 
h (ρ)ニ h(+)(ρ)-h(_) (p)， 
where h(十)and h(_) are defined such that 
h(+) (p)= h(ρ) and h(_) (ρ)二 owhen h (ρ) p 0 
and h(+) (ρ)ニoand h(_) (ρ)=-h (ρ) when h (ρ)< O. 
Then H (f，A) may conespondingly be decomposed as 
H (f，A)二 H(+)び，A)-Hc-)(f，A). 
Since (in the bounded case) both of the limitations 
凶去出+l(A(n，k) and 凶去H(-)(A(n，k)
(2.2) 
are easily ascertained to be convergent， the relation (2.1) is found adoptable as a definition， 
provided that h and f are both bounded in A. 
Now， having regard to the composition (2.2)， let us assume that h (p) > 0 everywhere in 
A. Then， for each A (n， k) we ha ve 
H(A(n，k) )>0， 
hence k -1 TrI A ¥ _ k 三n"'-H(A(n，klk会H(A(n，k)
Then， by the definition of A(r川)0we have 
and 
k -1 TT I A r k -1 ， I . ¥.. r 一万n"'-H(A(い))=I 一万n"-h(ρ)ゆ~ I f(ρ) h(ρ)d，ρ 
中 01A(n， k) ム 01A(n，k) 
Ln.kl f(ρ) h(ρ)イ剖手h(ρ)dp二万五H(A(n，k)，一(n，I<J ・A(n，k)ー ]
so that， interpolating these relations in (2.3)， we have 
k-1TT{A ¥_r -zrH(A(Fz， h))《l)/(ρ)ゆ~ 2"n H(A(n，k0. 
(185) 
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Thus， from the definition (2.1)， we conclude the following theorem. 
Theorem D. Jf mAヰ∞ andilone.valuedルηctions1 and h are both bounded in A， then 
we hαve 
H(f ，A) = F( h，A)二 II(p)J;州 dp
By the way， ifA is a subset of an open set G and at almost every point of A has the 
determi n.ate densi ty h (ρ) and if 1 (ρ) is bounded in G， itis notable that we may then have 
the relation 
m(f，A)二 H(f，G)
on extension of h (ρ) such that h (p )=0 whenρEt A. In addition， this case can be regarded 
as the one .where it is almost everywhere in G observed that h *(ρ) = h(ρ) 
3. Relative Expectance 
We define EH (f，A) as 
EH(f，A)ニ H (f，A)/H (A) 
0日conditionH (A) *'0， and refer to it as the expectatωn of 1 in A with respect to H or the 
H-expectatioηof 1 in A. If the value !J(ρ) defined as 
fJ(ρ)=lim EH(f，U (戸)) 
where the neighborhood U (ρ) of P islet to tend to the singleton 1ρf ， does not vary wi th the 
choice of the tending behavior of U (ρ) except for the condition that the diameter of U (ρ) 
tends to zero， then we say 1 isstrongly expectant in resρect 01 H and refer to 1/ as the relative 
expectance of 1 to H or the H-expectance of f. 
When 1 and h are functions bounded in an open set G， if1 isstrongly expectant in 
respect of H almost everywhere in G and yet if h is strongly expectant almost everywhere 
in G， then we may， at almost every point p of G， have 
u¥) ，LJ ¥J.Iノノ H(U(ρ)) 
lIIIIH三;J7??ノ lim""~T~~ ~:I ~~~・術 U(ρ)=fZ(ρ)h*(ρ) 
Therefore， the function 1. h is found to be strongly expectant almost everywhere in G， 
because， by Theorem D， H (f， U (p) )ニ例 (f.h，U (ρ) ). This being so， by virtue of the 
relation (l.1)， we then have the relation 
H(f，G)=(c) I ffl(ρ) h*(ρ)dρ 
~ "1 
G1 being the largest subdomain of G where 1 (ρ) h (ρ) is found to be strongly expectant. 
If we take Up aロapplication(or a general additive function of a set) y instead of an 
integral H (A) =勿 (h，A)in (2.1)， we may define a general integral by the Lebesgue process 
r(f， A)= lf(ρ)γρ (3.1 ) 
with 
γp-γ[ρ]. 
( 186) 
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Lebesgue measure m， the integral (0.7) is sometimes found to meet unexpected critical 
conditions which have never been met in case of m. 
1. Strong Expectance 
When the integral is produced by the Lebesgue process in respect of the a priori measure 
fn， the following well.known theorem 1) does not generally hold 
1 CT is the indelinite inteRγαl 01a bouγzded measurable lunctionゃ，theγz cþ~ (χ)=ゃい)αi
almost eveγヲむointx，ωhen CÞ~ meaγzs the st:γoγzg d.芭γzv，αtiv♂ 01CT. 
In this therem‘measurable' means‘Lebesgue measurable' whereas we intend to mean 
'fn measurable'. Inconsistency of this theorem can be shown by the following counter. 
example : IfA is a subset of an interva11 and has everywhere in 1 constant density A (ヰ0，
and < 1) and if ({! (χ) is the characteristic function of A (that is，ニ1for xεA and=O 
otherwise)， then denoting by んtheset jyE 1 y <xl we have 
φ(x)=c+Ld州三C十人払
(c being an arbitrary constant) so that 
φ~(X )ニ入ヰqJ(X) for every point x of 1. 
Whenlゆ1)is a one.valued real.valued function of a variable pointρin a finite dimen. 
sional euclidean space E， by the capital letter of 1 we indicate the integral which is a set 
function such that 
F(A)=LJ同
A being an arbitrary subset of the domain of f. Then the derivation of F is closely related 
to the expectation of 1， because 
If the value of 
F(U(ρ))=E(f， U(ρ))・inU(ρ). 
F(U(ρ)) 
二 limE(f，U(ρ)) m 綴 U(ρ)
is uniquely determined whenever the diameter of the neighborhood Uゆ)of the pointρtends 
to zero， then 1 issaid to be strongかexρectantat the pointρand is indicated such that 
j*(ρ) = limE(f' U (ρ) ).
As it is， this 1* (ρ) may be regarded as the strong derivative of F (A)， though we emphasize 
its relation to 1 (ρ) itself and refer to 1* as the (stroηg) expectance of 1 at the point ρ 
Now let us assume 1 (ρ) is strongly expectant almost everywhere in a bounded open set 
G in E. For the sake of simplicity， we take E as of two dimensions and provided with 
rectangular coordinates. We draw x.lines yニ k/2n，y.lines x= k/2n (k=O，士三...; n=O， 1， 
φ(1) * lim 2扇子 ifexists， [ being intervals wh凶 contarn戸andtend to p 
(187) 
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2，・・) and denote by Go the remained part of G after the removal of al these x-and y-lines 
from G. Then it is easily seen that mGo=mG 
Since f isstrongly expectant everywhere tn G and therefore in Go， for almost every 
point ρof Go and for any given positive real number c there must be found an open square 
cel Q (ρ) which satisfies the following conditions : 
(i) Q (ρ) is enclosed by four lines out of the above-stated x-and y-lines for the 
saロlen 
(ii)ρε Q(p)<;， C; 
(ii) I F(Q(ρ))-f本(ρ)・必Q(p)1< [ . iiiQ(ρ) . 
If G1 is the remained part of Go after the removal of al points at which f isnot strongly 
expectant， then evidently mG1ニ勿Goニ mGand the family of the cels Q (ρ) (ρεG， and ηニ
1，2，… if possible， i. e.， on restriction that at least one Q (ρ) exists for n) obviously gi ves an 
open covering of G. Thus， by virtue of the Lindelof theorem2J， there must be an enumerable 
covering (Q (九)) (kニ 1，2，…)of G1 
Now， about the cels Q (ρk) (k=l， 2，…)， it may be easily seen that if Q (ん)ヰ Q(九)we 
have 
Q(ぁ)n Q(ρk) =尻 V.Q(ρj)亘Q(ρk)'V. Q(ρk)亘Q(ρj). 
So we may eventually suppose that the sequence (Q(ρk) ) satisfy the condition that if kヰ j
then 
Q(ρj) n Q(ρk)-玉三
Thus we consequently have the relation : 
IF(C)-~J*(ρk)iiíQ(ρk)1 <ε~弱 Q(ρk)
二 ε・7宛C1
=[' iiiC. 
Then， letting c tend to zero， we have 
F(C)=lim~f*(ρk)綴 Q(ρk).
The right side of this relation may be regarded as a kind of integral. So we denote it by 
(c)ルネ(ρ)ゆ
and refer to it as an integral by the coveringρrocess. Then we have 
F(C)=(c)!c/*(ρ)dp (1.1) 
However， on the above-stated discourse， itshould be noted that the integral by the 
covering process on the right side of (1.1) cannot always be constituted if the domain of 
integration G is not given as an open set 
( 188) 
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In this case too， the set A will be decomposed into two parts， A(+) where yp > 0 and A(_) 
where yp < O. But the most important point is that we may possibly have 
yA宇 O
even when綴 Aニ O.Thus the value of y (f，A) may possibly not vanish even when mA=O. 
The relative expectance f/ of a function f to the application y will analogously be 
defined by the formula 
γ(f，U(ρ)) 
f:(ρ)=limγU(ρ) 
It should， among other things， be noted that， even when f has at almost every point of an open 
set G the y-expectance to vanish， we may possibly have 
γげ，G)ヰ O.
4. Incompetence of a General System of Neighborhoods 
In constructing an integration of any sort so far discoursed， a general system of neigh 
borhoods may not always be found adoptable， because it may possibly be incompetent to 
restrict our eyes toward the specific sightviewing around a single point. Particularly， we may， 
in a euclidean space E， have a system of neighborhoods which may not make E separable 
That is， ifN is a general system of neighborhoods， for some two pointsρand q there may 
possi bly exist two sequences (U k) and (Vk) (k= 1， 2，…) from N such that 
円Uk={p} and円Vk二 {q}， 
but， for every k = 1， 2， ・， we have 
ukn Vk手形.
In effect， on defining B (ρ，ρ) as 
B(ρ.ρ)={xllx-pl<ρ} 
indicating by I x-ρI the distance between the points x and ρ， ifwe construct a system of 
neighborhoods (U (ρ，ρ) ) (ρ> 0，ρε E) such that 
and 
U(ρyρ)二 B(ρ，ρ) for ρ:f=q 
U(q，ρ)=B(q，ρ)UB(ρ。+ρ，ρ)
where q and PO are different fixed points and ρ。+ρmeansthe point (X01十ρ，X02，…，Xon) 
when ρ。=(X01，X02'''''XOn)， then we have 
ど。U(ムρ)二 (ρJ
and ど。U(q，ρ)二 {q}
However， for any positive real numbersρand ρ" we identically have 
U(q，ρ)円U(ρo，p')宇弘
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